Role of molecular weight and hydrophobicity of amphiphilic tri-block copolymers in temperature-dependent co-micellization process and drug solubility.
The binary P123 + F108, + F98, + F88, + F68, + F87 and + P84 systems were used to systematically explore the effect of molecular weight and hydrophobicity of Pluronic on the tendency of cooperative binding between parent copolymers and solubility of drug (ibuprofen) in these mixed Pluronic systems. Temperature-dependent co-micellization process in these systems was carefully investigated by using high sensitivity differential scanning calorimeter (HSDSC), dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). All the HSDSC thermograms for these systems consistently exhibit two endothermic (micellization) peaks apart by at least 13.3 °C. It was evidenced that micelles are mainly formed by P123, the copolymer with a lower critical micelle temperature (CMT), at low temperatures. Raising temperature would dehydrate the other Pluronic with a higher CMT to be integrated into the neat P123 micelles developed at low temperatures. When the temperature is further increased beyond the second endothermic peak, the mixed micelles with a two-shell structure and characteristic corona lengths of their parent copolymers are observed to prove the existence of cooperative binding between parent copolymers. All the binary mixed Pluronic systems used in this study exhibit cooperative binding to form unimodal distribution of mixed micelles, except the P123 + F68 system. The SAXS results show that P123 + F68 system at 65 °C exhibits bimodal distribution of aggregates with coexisting of neat F68 micelles (65% in number) and P123 + F68 mixed micelles (35% in number). It is interesting to find out that P123 and F68 with distinct polypropylene oxide (PPO) moieties (i.e., a difference of 37 PO units) would exhibit very weak cooperative binding to partially form mixed micelles. Addition of ibuprofen in the P123 + F68 system would substantially enhance the cooperative binding between P123 and F68 to form bimodal distribution of aggregates with coexisting of neat F68 micelles (drops down to 30% in number) and P123 + F68 mixed micelles (increases up to 70% in number). For the systems with ibuprofen incorporated, SAXS results demonstrate that the drug is mainly encapsulated in the core of neat micelles developed at low temperatures. The solubility of ibuprofen in the 0.5 wt% P123 + 0.368 wt% P84 system is as high as 2.62 mg/ml, which is 114 times more than that in pure water at 37 °C.